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We introduce our previous study of the difference between the Motivative Exercise Versus the Passive ROM Exercise, the Takizawa method versus the current rehabilitation medical treatment and/or the change of contractures.

We implemented the RCT study of the Takizawa method versus the current rehabilitation medical treatment as follows;
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We implemented the Conduct of Beginning and Ex-post Evaluation data comparison for the facility which introduces the Takizawa method into the daily rehabilitation medical treatment;


We implemented the RCT study of the Cerebral Function of Motivative Exercise to Passive Exercise;
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Research of the result for introducing the Takizawa method;


Comparative study of the current rehabilitation medical treatment versus the treatment adding a motivative exercise to it;
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Research of the change of contractures: this is the same one of No.3 but the other viewpoint;


Reference of the nursing care insurance in Japan
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